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Rendezvous with Comet Halley 

 

Mission Overview 

The year is 2061. Comet Halley has entered the solar system and is approaching the Sun. 

A team of astronauts made up of scientists and engineers navigates through space in 

search of the comet. As the comet nears the Sun, a coma forms around the nucleus. Solar 

winds and radiation cause a long tail to develop. The mission goal is to launch a scientific 

probe towards the comet, collecting data for research. Together, astronauts and mission 

controllers must accomplish the mission while overcoming unexpected problems. 

Scientists are interested in information collected from the comet because comets are the 

oldest, most primitive objects in the Solar System. They are made up of remnants from the 

nebula that formed our Solar System and may have served as building blocks for the 

planets themselves. Comets are organically rich, providing molecules that could have 

contributed to the formation of life. The ices in comets may play a role in forming the 

atmosphere and oceans. The research from this mission is necessary to better understand 

our Solar System.  

 

Team Descriptions 

COMMUNICATION TEAM: Your team’s mission will be to establish a verbal link between 

Mars Control and the spacecraft. Your assignment will involve speaking on headsets to 

send and receive verbal messages. You will be the “voice” connecting the astronauts in the 

spacecraft and the scientists living on Mars. 

DATA TEAM: Your team will be the message managers for the mission. You are responsible 

for routing all messages between Mission Control and the spacecraft. Your teammates are 

depending on you to send their important results and instructions. 

NAVIGATION TEAM: Your team’s mission will involve using a computer to locate Comet 

Halley. Your assignment will include launching sensors to find the exact position of the 

comet and launching detectors into the comet to determine where to send the probe. At 

the end of the mission, you will help launch the probe for your crew. 

MEDICAL TEAM: Your team’s mission will involve performing medical tests to monitor the 

health of the astronauts onboard the spacecraft. Your assignment will include conducting 

visual, auditory, and cardiovascular tests, and analyzing the test results. Your teammates 

are depending on you to keep them alive. 
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PROBE TEAM: Your team’s mission will involve building the computer mother board of a 

probe that will be launched to study Comet Halley. Your assignment will require using 

headsets and following verbal instructions from Mission Control. Your probe is essential for 

gathering new information about the comet. 

REMOTE TEAM: Your team will conduct science experiments in the spacecraft. Your 

assignment will involve doing research on the plants that are growing in the hydroponics 

lab and studying meteoroids. You will conduct your experiments in a glovebox to prevent 

you from contaminating the plants and to prevent the meteoroids from contaminating 

everyone onboard the spacecraft. 

LIFE SUPPORT TEAM: Your team’s mission will involve maintaining the air, water, and 

power systems of the spacecraft. Your assignment will include conducting experiments to 

make sure that you and your teammates have enough supplies for the mission. If supplies 

are low or if a spacecraft system is not working properly, you may be called upon to handle 

these emergencies and to save the lives of your teammates. 

ISOLATION TEAM: Your team will handle hazardous materials onboard the spacecraft. Your 

assignment will include using robotic arms to determine if there are chemicals 

contaminating the spacecraft and if there is a radiation leak in the air filtration system. 

Your teammates are depending on you to keep them safe from harm. 

 

Additional Stations (based on class size): 

SPACE WEATHER: Your team handles preparations for solar flare or meteor shower 

emergencies and determines the location, severity and effects of either. Your teammates 

are depending on you to predict any space weather events that might harm the spacecraft. 

PUBLIC AFFAIRS OFFICER: Your team is responsible for documenting the mission through 

interviews and photographs to make sure that future missions will continue to be funded. 

Your teammates are counting on you to keep them informed of the mission’s progress. 


